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Abstract: Sharomyces cerevisiae is currently one of the most important foreign gene expression systems. S. cerevisiae is an excellent 
host for high-value metabolite cell factories due to its advantages of simplicity, safety, and nontoxicity. A promoter, as one of the basic 
elements of gene transcription, plays an important role in regulating gene expression and optimizing metabolic pathways. Promoters 
control the direction and intensity of transcription, and the application of promoters with different intensities and performances will 
largely determine the effect of gene expression and ultimately affect the experimental results. Due to its significant role, there have 
been many studies on promoters for decades. While some studies have explored and analyzed new promoters with different functions, 
more studies have focused on artificially modifying promoters to meet their own scientific needs. Thus, this article reviews current 
research on promoter engineering techniques and related natural promoters in S. cerevisiae . First, we introduce the basic structure 
of promoters and the classification of natural promoters. Then, the classification of various promoter strategies is reviewed. Finally, 
by grouping related articles together using various strategies, this review anticipates the future development direction of promoter 
engineering. 
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promoters in the genetic manipulation of S. cerevisiae were mainly 
derived from the excavation of endogenous sequences ( Redden 
et al., 2015 ) . In recent years, rational designs of S. cerevisiae pro- 
moters allowed people to obtain a larger number of promoters 
with a wider range of initiation strengths and finer transcriptional 
regulation ( L. Q. Jin et al., 2019 ) . Another way to create a biolog- 
ical component that dynamically controls gene expression is to 
combine a promoter with other biological components. Designing 
and utilizing promoter elements to balance and coordinate gene 
expression in organisms has gained in significance with the devel- 
opment of synthetic biology ( David et al., 2016 ; Peng et al., 2022 ) . 
With the rapid development of computer science, research that 
combines computers and biology has also improved the possibil- 
ity of promoter engineering ( Vaishnav et al., 2022 ) . 

This review introduces the main structure and classification 
of S. cerevisiae promoters, as well as various strategies for pro- 
moter modification and optimization, based on the importance 
of promoters in metabolic engineering and synthetic biology. 
Until now, studying various strategies has resulted in the de- 
velopment of many powerful promoters; however, more meth- 
ods are required to further expand the S. cerevisiae promoter 
library and obtain superior constitutive or inducible engineer- 
ing promoters. We discuss the possibility of combining differ- 
ent promoter engineering strategies here, based on the ma- 
ture single strategy. The combination of different strategies may 
lead to more powerful engineering promoters with excellent 
performance. 
Introduction 

The first eukaryotic organism to complete whole genome se-
quencing ( Goffeau et al., 1996 ) was S. cerevisiae . There are numer-
ous advantages to using S. cerevisiae as a host, including a clear ge-
netic background, simple operation, safety and nontoxicity, high
expression levels of foreign genes, proper enzyme activity, and so
on ( Borodina & Nielsen, 2014 ) . As a result of its excellent results in
various types of research, S. cerevisiae has become the most impor-
tant foreign gene expression system to date ( Borodina & Nielsen,
2014 ) . In addition, because S. cerevisiae can provide a similar physi-
ological environment for the functional expression of a wide range
of heterologous enzymes, it has emerged as a popular microbial
cell factory for the biosynthesis of high-value metabolites ( Dai
et al., 2015 ) . 

The transcription unit in S. cerevisiae , as we all know, is made up
of a promoter, a coding sequence, and a terminator. Promoters, as
a fundamental component of transcription, can control the open-
ing and intensity of transcription and are critical factors in finely
regulating gene expression at various levels ( Redden et al., 2015 ;
Struhl, 1995 ) . Therefore, many studies have been conducted on
promoters for decades, and many databases have been obtained
on S. cerevisiae promoters. These databases which integrate and
display key structural information such as the transcription factor
binding site ( TFBS ) , TATA box, and transcription start site ( TSS ) in
the S. cerevisiae promoter, make it easier for researchers to conduct
promoter research ( Chang et al., 2011 ; Matys et al., 2006 ; Portales-
Casamar et al., 2010 ; Zhu & Zhang, 1999 ) . Initially, applications of
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Fig. 1. Structure of Saccharomyces cerevisiae promoter. UAS/URS are shown in light green, which represent upstream activating/repressing sequences in 
the promoter; TFBSs are shown in dark green, which represent transcription factor binding sites; Core promoter is shown in light orange; TATA-box is 
shown in dark orange, which is the binding site of TATA-binding protein; INR is shown in dark orange, which represents the initiator; TSS is shown on 
the brown arrow, which represents the transcription start site. 
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atural Promoters 

he Structure of S. cerevisiae Promoters 
romoters are the basic elements of gene transcription that regu-
ate the initiation and intensity of transcription. S. cerevisiae pro-
oters ( Fig. 1 ) are roughly divided into two parts: the regula-

ory component, which determines the intensity of transcription,
nd the transcriptional component. The other component is the
ore component, which determines the transcription direction
nd starts site ( Hahn & Young, 2011 ) . 
S. cerevisiae promoter regulatory components have an upstream

ctivating sequence ( UAS ) or upstream repressing sequence ( URS )
 Hampsey, 1998 ) . Regulatory components are roughly located 100–
400 bp upstream of the core component of promoters ( Feng &
archisio, 2021b ) , containing one or more TFBSs, which activate
r inhibit transcription by binding to specific transcription factors
 TFs ) ( Zhu et al., 2009 ) . Regulatory components changing in num-
er and location will affect gene expression level which is guided
y the corresponding promoter ( Swamy et al., 2009 ) . It has also
een shown that UAS ( such as UAS TEF2 ) can act as an insulator for
hromosomal regulation of heterologous pathways against posi-
ion effects in S. cerevisiae ( Su et al., 2022 ) . 
The S. cerevisiae promoter’s core component is the smallest re-

ion required to initiate transcription. Approximately 20% of the S.
erevisiae promoter core components contain the TATA box, which
s approximately 40–120 bp upstream of the TSS ( Struhl, 1987 ) .
he position of the TATA box is the binding site of the TATA-
inding protein ( TBP ) , and the combination of the TATA box and
ATA-binding protein is the first step for RNA polymerase II to ini-
iate transcription. The TATA box and TSS work together to deter-
ine the direction of transcriptions ( Hubmann et al., 2014 ; Klein
 Struhl, 1994 ; Struhl, 1995 ) . The sequence around TSS is some-
imes called the initiator INR, which plays a prominent role in
he initiation of transcription. Although the TATA box can acti-
ate transcriptions other than low-level transcription guided by
NR, the activation is not limited to the TATA box and is not depen-
ent on the TATA box. Therefore, the effect of INR may be superior
or some promoters that do not contain the TATA box ( Smale &
altimore, 1989 ; Zhang & Dietrich, 2005 ) . 

lassification of Natural Promoters 
ndogenous promoters 
n the process of constructing S. cerevisiae cell factories, different
atural promoters are often used to regulate the expression of
eterologous genes according to different purposes. All those pro-
oters are divided into S. cerevisiae endogenous promoters and
eterologous promoters. Endogenous promoters are divided into
onstitutive and inducible promoters based on their functions.
he selection of promoters often affects expressions of target
enes to a large extent and the yield of products. For example, in a
tudy of lycopene biosynthesis, Bahieldin et al. ( 2014 ) used glucose
epletion inducible promoter pADH2 to guide lycopene synthe-
is genes CrtE , CrtB , and CrtI in S. cerevisiae , leading to a lycopene
utput of 3.3 mg/g dry cell weight. In 2019, Li et al. ( 2019 ) com-
ared the effects of constitutive and inducible promoters on the
ynthesis of lycopene in S. cerevisiae and found that constitutive
romoters used to control pathway expression balance lycopene
ynthesis and chassis metabolism more effectively, resulting in
he lycopene yield of 115.64 mg/L. Recently, Xu et al. ( 2021 ) also
dopted a constitutive promoter expression strategy to achieve a
igh-efficiency synthesis of lycopene in S. cerevisiae , which pro-
ides a basis for further optimizing the synthesis of lycopene.
herefore, it is necessary to clarify the difference between var-
ous promoters for metabolic engineering and synthetic biology
esearch. 

onstitutive promoters 
onstitutive promoters are unaffected by growth environment or
tage, and the gene expression levels they guide are always rela-
ively stable, making them widely used in metabolic engineering
nd synthetic biology. In the past few decades, many endogenous
romoters of S. cerevisiae have been identified and used. Among
hem, promoters derived from the glycolytic pathway are most
idely used, such as pTDH3 ( Holland & Holland, 1980 ) , pPGK1

 Ogden et al., 1986 ) , pADH1 ( Hitzeman et al., 1981 ) , and pPDC1
 Kellermann et al., 1986 ) . In addition, cytochrome C isoform pro-
oter pCYC1 ( Guarente et al., 1984 ) and translation elongation

actor promoter pTEF1 ( Gatignol et al., 1990 ) are also commonly
sed. In recent years, researchers have carried out a more sys-
ematic identification of promoters in S. cerevisiae . Yuan et al.
 2017 ) constructed a genome-wide promoter library of S. cerevisiae ,
sed yellow fluorescent protein reporter genes to compare pro-
oter strengths, and used these promoters to drive the expres-
ion of xylose-utilizing genes, improving fermentation efficiency.
imilarly, Gao et al. ( 2020 ) precisely compared the transcriptional
nd translational strengths of 66 promoters from S. cerevisiae .
he efficient biosynthesis of ( 2S ) -naringenin from coumaric acid
as finally achieved using these promoters to fine-tune gene
xpression, with the highest titer reaching 1.21 g/L ( Gao et al.,
020 ) . Focusing on mitochondria, Dong et al. ( 2021 ) identified
0 mitochondria-targeted promoters and used these promoters
o achieve increased α-santalene production. Deep learning has
een used for promoter sequence identification since the devel-
pment of machine learning. Recently, a study performed transfer
earning on deep residual networks ( ResNet ) . They extracted fea-
ures from organisms with a large number of promoter data and
valuated four biological promoter data sets including S. cerevisiae
 Liu et al., 2022 ) . 
The strength of constitutive promoters determines the inten-

ity of gene expression. Different genes have different expres-
ion requirements. Therefore, it is very important to select the
ost suitable promoter to guide gene work better. Based on this
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Fig. 2. Regulation mechanism of GAL gene in the presence of galactose or glucose. ( a ) Expression of the GAL gene in the presence of galactose. 
Galactose activates Gal3p , which prevents Gal80p from binding to Gal4p , resulting in Gal4p activation of GAL gene expression. ( b ) Inhibition of the GAL 
gene in the presence of glucose. In the absence of galactose, Gal80p and Gal4p form a complex to inhibit the activation of GAL gene, and in the 
presence of glucose, the expression of the transcriptional repressor Mig1p is activated to inhibit the expression of GAL gene. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

requirement, some studies have constructed different expression
vectors and compared the strength of different constitutive pro-
moters in S. cerevisiae ( Monfort et al., 1999 ; Mumberg et al., 1995 ) ,
verifying some powerful natural promoters such as pHXT7 ( Jörg
et al., 2000 ) and pTEF1 ( Partow et al., 2010 ; Sun et al., 2012 ; Zhang
et al., 2017 ) . de Paiva et al. ( 2018 ) used eGFP as a reporter gene
to compare the expression intensity of five promoters ( pCYC1,
pTEF1, pPGI1, pPGK1, and pADH1 ) from industrial strains and lab-
oratory strains ( S288C ) . Surprisingly, the researchers found that
promoters from different sources had various strengths, even
though both strains are S. cerevisiae. These findings highlight the
significance of carefully selecting heterologous promoters to ex-
press target genes. In addition, Ahn et al. ( 2013 ) changed the in-
ducible promoter pGAL into a constitutive promoter, so that it
could efficiently promote gene expression without galactose in-
duction by removing the GAL80 expression gene. By choosing li-
pase B from Candida Antarctica as a reporter, the author com-
pared relative intensities of pGAL10, pADH1, pPDC1, and pPGK
in the �gal80 mutant strain. In this case, the promoter strength
of pGAL10 was 0.8 times that of pADH1, 4 times that of pPDC1,
and 50 times that of pPGK, proving the feasibility of converting
inducible promoters into constitutive promoters for heterologous
pathway expression ( Ahn et al., 2013 ) . 

Inducible promoters 
Inducible promoters are those that can greatly increase or de-
crease expression intensity in response to specific signal stim-
uli. Therefore, by controlling the content of these specific signals
in a culture medium, it is possible to control the expression of
specific proteins or to separate cell growth and product synthe-
sis stages, avoiding damage to heterologous toxic proteins. How-
ever, this does not mean that inducible promoter is necessarily
stronger than constitutive promoters. Chen et al. ( 2022 ) , for ex-
ample, used constitutive promoter pPGK1 to replace natural pro-
moters of PRP6 , IPL1 , and RTC1 whose expressions are respon-
sive to zinc sulfate, and the engineered yeast strain turns out
to improve the titer of ethanol ( Chen et al., 2022 ) . This suggests
that the rational use of constitutive and inducible promoters is a 
better choice. 

In general, the inducer, basic activity, and induction factor of 
promoters must all be considered when selecting inducible pro- 
moters. Here are some common inducible promoters. 

The first is galactose-induced promoters pGAL1, pGAL2, pGAL3,
pGAL7, pGAL10, pGAL80, pMEL1, and so on ( Fig. 2 ) . These are the
most widely used inducible promoters in S. cerevisiae . Their regula- 
tion is quite strict, and they are strongly inhibited in the presence
of glucose, while their activation strength is greatly increased in 
the presence of galactose ( Adams, 1972 ; Bassel & Mortimer, 1971 ) .
Research on the mechanism of GAL gene induction helps to make 
better use of these promoters ( Fig. 2 ) . It is generally believed that
the response of the GAL system to galactose signals is related to
GAL4p , GAL80p , and GAL3p and is highly sensitive to the relative
levels of these three proteins, too. The transcriptional activator 
GAL4p activates the expression of the GAL gene by binding to the
activation sequence which is 17 bp upstream of the GAL gene 
promoter. In the absence of galactose, the transcription repres- 
sor GAL80p inhibits the expression of the GAL gene by binding to
GAL4p . When the cell is in the presence of galactose, the signal
transduction factor GAL3p in some way relieves the inhibition of 
the GAL80p on GAL4p ( Apostu & Mackey, 2012 ; Hawkins & Smolke,
2006 ; Johnston, 1987 ) . It is not clear how GAL3p relieves the in-
hibitory effect of GAL80p on GAL4p , but Li et al. ( 2010 ) proved that
NADP ( H ) and Gal3p can effectively dissociate the GAL80p-GAL4p 
complex. Previous studies have shown that the transcription re- 
pressor Mig1p can also inhibit the expression of the GAL gene in
the presence of glucose ( Nehlin et al., 1991 ; Stagoj et al., 2005 ) . 

Recently, two articles published by the research group of M.
Springer proved that the inhibitory effect of glucose on the 
GAL gene does have two forms ( Palme et al., 2021 ; Ricci-Tam
et al., 2021 ) . One is to reduce the number of GAL3p through the
competitive binding of glucose and galactose to the transporter 
( Escalante-Chong et al., 2015 ) , which affects the induction of GAL 
genes. The second is that glucose increases the activity of tran- 
scription repressor Mig1p, thereby reducing the expression of the 
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AL gene. Using this mechanism, Hayat et al. ( 2021 ) introduced
uxin-mediated degradation of Mig1p into S. cerevisiae to allow in-
ucible expression of pGAL on glucose. In addition, this is a valu-
ble strategy to increase the expression strength of pGAL on glu-
ose. To date, the use of GAL promoter has achieved an efficient
ynthesis of artemisinic acid ( Ro et al., 2006 ) , caffeic acid ( P. Zhou
t al., 2021 ) , santalols ( Zha et al., 2020 ) , and other natural products
n S. cerevisiae . 
pADH2 is derived from alcohol dehydrogenase II of S. cerevisiae ,
hich is also a widely used inducible promoter. When glucose

s present, pADH2 expression is strongly inhibited, and it begins
o activate when glucose is depleted. pADH2 has two upstream
ctivation sequences UAS1 and UAS2, among which UAS1 is a
2 bp palindrome sequence that activates pADH2 by binding to TF,
dr1p . Studies have shown that changes in the acetylation level of
istones with genetic modification are directly involved in chang-
ng the chromatin structure of pADH2 and affecting the binding of
he promoter to the main transcriptional activator Adr1p ( Verdone
t al., 2002 ) . UAS2 is a GC-rich 20 bp sequence that does not de-
end on Adr1p for glucose regulation of pADH2. The specific reg-
lation of UAS2 is currently unclear, but it is known that those
wo sequences that work together can activate the expression of
ADH2 ( de Smidt et al., 2008 ; Donoviel & Young, 1996 ) . pADH2
as once used to study the efficient synthesis of natural prod-
cts such as lycopene ( Bahieldin et al., 2014 ) and protopanaxadiol
 PPD ) ( Kim et al., 2018 ) . What is important is that pADH2 does not
urn on expression when cells grow and consume glucose. It is
nly when glucose is exhausted and the cell is in a stable phase
ith high biomass that pADH2 is expressed efficiently. This mode

s ideal for industrial applications ( Lee & DaSilva, 2005 ) . 
When the environmental copper ion concentration is too high,

he CUP1 gene encodes metallothionein, which tightly chelates
ith copper ions, thereby maintaining a low level of free cop-
er ions in the cells of S. cerevisiae to avoid cell copper poison-
ng ( Fürst et al., 1988 ) . The UAS sequence of pCUP1 contains at
east three binding sites for copper ion-dependent TF Ace1p . When
he concentration of copper ions is high, the N-terminus of Ace1p
inds to copper ions, and the C-terminus of it binds to a bind-
ng site on pCUP1 to activate transcription, resulting in a substan-
ial increase in promoter transcription strength ( Laura & Alcide,
002 ; Wimalarathna et al., 2012 ) . In recent years, using pCUP1, re-
earchers have conducted studies in S. cerevisiae on heterologous
ubstances’ biosynthesis, including cyanophycin ( Steinle et al.,
008 ) and isobutanol ( Park & Hahn, 2019 ) . In addition, pPHO5
 Wolff et al., 2021 ) is inhibited in a high-concentration phosphate
nvironment and activated in a low-concentration environment.
n reaction to the concentration of ambient oxygen, pDAN1 mod-
fies the strength of its promoter ( Cohen et al., 2001 ) . DDI2 ( Lin
t al., 2018 ) can efficiently activate expression under the induc-
ion of cyanamide, as well as carbon source-dependent promoters
uch as pSUC2 ( Weinhandl et al., 2014 ) . The identification and ap-
lication of all these inducible promoters have also expanded the
eam of S. cerevisiae promoter elements in metabolic engineering
nd synthetic biology research. 
Studies on the comparison of inducible promoter intensities

ave also been carried out. For example, Lee & DaSilva ( 2005 ) con-
tructed a LacZ gene expression vector with three promoters of
ADH2, pGAL1, and pCUP1 and introduced them into S. cerevisiae
o compare the expression strength. As a result, researchers have
ound that pADH2 under various induction strategies is always
etter ( Lee & DaSilva, 2005 ) . Because gene expression is highly de-
endent on environmental conditions, it is particularly important
o study the intensity changes of different promoters under dif-
erent conditions, thus, Xiong et al. ( 2018 ) discussed differences
n the strength of each constitutive or inducible promoter under
ifferent stress conditions. Additionally, Peng et al. ( 2015 ) used the
reen fluorescent protein gene as a characterization to compare
he intensity differences of different constitutive or inducible pro-
oters under different carbon source conditions. 

eterologous promoters 
n addition to endogenous promoters, there are also reports on the
se of heterologous natural promoters for expression in S. cere-
isiae . When a yeast endogenous promoter is used to construct
 gene expression cassette, since the promoter sequence is highly
onsistent, there may be homologous recombination errors, while
eterologous promoters will not have such a situation due to their
arge sequence differences. For example, using pTEF2 and tTEF2
rom Ashbya gossypii to construct a gene knockout expression cas-
ette can maximize the correct integration rate of homologous
ecombination ( Gueldener et al., 2002 ) . In addition, pCMV from
ytomegalovirus has also been shown to be a promoter capa-
le of constitutive expression in S. cerevisiae ( Becskei et al., 2001 ;
omero-Santacreu et al., 2010 ) . 

romoter engineering strategies 
he applications of natural promoters, whether endogenous or
eterologous S. cerevisiae promoters have obtained many good re-
ults. However, with the rapid development of metabolic engi-
eering and synthetic biology, researchers have become more de-
anding on promoter elements, hoping to obtain more promoter
lements with different regulatory strengths and finer expres-
ions. Thus, a large number of studies have explored modifications
nd optimizations of promoters. This chapter mainly introduces
ifferent promoter engineering strategies studied by researchers
n recent years ( Fig. 3 ) . 

ybrid 
s mentioned earlier, promoters include regulatory components
nd core components, which determine the transcription inten-
ity and TSS respectively. While natural promoters of S. cerevisiae
ave a limited range of promoter strengths, researchers tried
o fuse regulatory components and core components from dif-
erent promoters ( Fig. 3 a ) and obtained hybrid promoters with
 wider range of strengths for finer control of gene expression.
here are many options for hybrid promoter elements, and the
ommon selections are endogenous promoter elements of S. cere-
isiae . Blazeck et al. ( 2012 ) selected different core promoter el-
ments to construct hybrid promoter libraries. By fusing the
nhancer element which was consisting of tandem repeats or
ombinations of upstream activation sequences ( UAS ) , a hybrid
romoter UAS TEF –UAS CIT –UAS CLB –pGPD was constructed and ex-
ibited a 2.5-fold increase in mRNA levels compared to the en-
ogenous pGPD promoter ( Blazeck et al., 2012 ) . Then, the en-
anced pGPD promoter maximized the overexpression of the CAD
nzyme for itaconic acid production ( Blazeck et al., 2014 ) . Simi-
arly, Wang et al. ( 2018 ) isolated 10 UAS sequences from strong
onstitutive promoters and fused them with several core promot-
rs, such as pCYC1, to construct a hybrid promoter library. The
ctivation intensity of UAS ENO2 ( 3 ×) -pTEF1 in the library was twice
s strong as that of pTEF1 which was proven to be a powerful nat-
ral promoter of S. cerevisiae ( Wang et al., 2018 ) . In addition to
he UAS sequences of constitutive promoters, Deng et al. ( 2021 )
used the core component of constitutive promoters with the
AS sequence of inducible promoters. By knocking out GAL1 and
AL80 , the galactose-induced promoter was transformed into a
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Fig. 3. Promoter modification strategies. ( a ) Hybrid, which means combinations of UASs from different sources. ( b ) Truncation, the delete part is shown 
in bright yellow, and UNs means unnecessary sequences. ( c ) Intron insertion ( Cui et al., 2021 ) , the inserted part includes 5’UTR, ATG, Intron and a 
necessary linker. ( d ) Nucleosome removal, blue ovals represent nucleosomes, which hinder the binding of TF to TFBS; yellow triangles represent 
nucleosome adverse sequences, and the insertion of the sequences around TFBS hinder formation of nucleosomes and promote combination of TF 
and TFBS. ( e ) TF-based biosensor. ( f ) TF modification, the brown ovals represent substances that could affect the activity of promoters; the fusion of TF 
and the substance can affect the performance of promoters that have the corresponding TFBS. ( g ) Synthetic ( Redden & Alper, 2015 ) . N30 represents 30 
random nucleotides. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

constitutive promoter that can be expressed efficiently under var-
ious carbon sources, and the obtained hybrid promoters UAS GAL1 -
TDH3/UAS GAL1 -TEF1 had a higher expression intensity than the
original promoter pGAL1 ( Deng et al., 2021 ) . 

Other than constructing constitutive hybrid promoters for
static regulation, many studies have also used the method to con-
struct inducible hybrid promoters that can dynamically regulate
gene expression. The conventional idea is to hybridize the UAS
sequence of the endogenous inducible promoter of S. cerevisiae
with the core sequences of other promoters to construct a new in-
ducible promoter. The UAS sequence of pGAL is commonly used.
The UAS GAL10 -Core CYC1 hybrid promoter was constructed and ap-
plied to the study of heterologous protein expression in S. cerevisiae
( Guarente et al., 1982 ; Hadiji-Abbes et al., 2009 ) . Bitter & Egan
( 1988 ) inserted UAS GAL1–10 into the pGPD sequence, constructing
a UAS GAL1–10 -GPD hybrid promoter to guide the expression of cy-
totoxic human immune interferon- γ ( IFN- γ ) in S. cerevisiae . Be-
sides, Blazeck et al. ( 2012 ) hybridized UAS GAL1 with different core
promoters and constructed a series of hybrid promoters with dif-
ferent inducibility strengths, achieving finer gene expression reg-
ulation. Furthermore, promoters that can induce expression in re-
sponse to tryptophan are also very attractive. Iraqui et al. ( 1999 )
hybridized the upstream activation sequence of aromatic amino-
transferase II gene ARO9 UASaro with pCYC1 core promoter. The
study finally got tryptophan-responsive hybrid promoters that
help to finely regulate gene expression levels. Apart from the com-
mon pGAL and pARO9 promoter elements, Wang et al. ( 2018 )
isolated six UAS elements from post-diauxic phase-induced pro-
moters. These elements were hybridized with core promoters of
pCYC1, pTEF1, and pGAL1 to construct a hybrid promoter library.
Promoters in the library can be automatically induced to a higher
expression level after glucose is consumed ( Wang et al., 2018 ) . 

Apart from the hybridization between endogenous elements of
S. cerevisiae , hybridizing heterologous elements with endogenous
elements has also been proven to be effective. Feng & Marchi-
sio ( 2021a ) connected core promoters from the virus to a short
sequence from the endogenous pCYC1 to activate it and placed
different TATA boxes in different positions, resulting in 59 hybrid 
promoters of different intensities, amplifying the promoter library 
of S. cerevisiae . Purvis et al. ( 1991 ) hybridized the core element of
pPGK1 with the human androgen response sequence to construct 
a hybrid promoter that can activate expression in response to hu-
man androgen. The brief content of this section has been shown 
in Table 1 . These studies demonstrate the great potential of the
hybrid strategy. It is simple and effective, and offers more possi- 
bilities to construct constitutive promoters or inducible promot- 
ers with more diverse strengths. 

Random mutations 
The hybrid promoter library requires some knowledge of different 
promoter elements, whereas random mutation can build a larger 
promoter library with no need to clarify the functions of each pro-
moter element. However, it is necessary to find a fast and efficient
screening method. 

The first commonly used method of random mutation is error- 
prone PCR. A mutation library is constructed by randomly intro- 
ducing mutations into sequences, and then a suitable method is 
used to screen the mutant promoter to meet a target expression 
strength. Alper et al. ( 2005 ) extended this method to S. cerevisiae
as early as 2005, based on the successful construction of a bacte-
rial error-prone PCR promoter library. A pTEF1 promoter mutation 
library was constructed by error-prone PCR, screening 11 mutant 
promoter sets with a starting strength ranging from 8% to 120% 

of the original pTEF1 promoter ( Nevoigt et al., 2006 ) . On this basis,
pGPD1 was replaced with five TEF1 promoter mutants of differ- 
ent strengths, analyzing the effect of glycerol 3-phosphate dehy- 
drogenase activity on glycerol production. Du et al. ( 2012 ) used a 
similar method to construct pPDC1 mutant, pTEF1 mutant, and 
pENO2 mutant libraries guiding the three-step gene of the xylose 
utilization pathway and successfully constructed an efficient xy- 
lose utilization pathway and a cellobiose utilization pathway. Fur- 
thermore, Yuan & Zhao ( 2013 ) used the same primers to construct 
mutation libraries of pENO2 and pPDC1 through error-prone PCR.
Combined with directed evolution, they introduced and optimized 
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Table 1. Summary of Different Promoter Engineering Strategies 

Strategy Theory Regulation type Focusing Result Reference 

Hybrid Fuse regulatory 
elements and core 
components of 
different promoters 

Statically UAS CLB -UAS CIT -UAS TEF - 
Core GPD 

Itaconic acid yield 
increased 7 times 

[Blazeck et al., 2012 , 
Blazeck et al., 
2014 ] 

Dynamically UAS aro -Core CYC1 hybrid promoters 
induced by 
tryptophan 

[Iraqui et al., 1999 ] 

Random Mutation Error-prone PCR: 
Introduce mutations 
in promoters 

Statically pPDC1/pTEF1/pENO2 more efficient xylose 
utilization 
pathway and 
biobiose 
utilization 
pathway 

[Du et al., 2012 ] 

Dynamically pDAN1 mutants of DAN1 
induced by 
non-strict 
anaerobic 
conditions 

[Nevoigt et al., 2007 ] 

Saturated mutation: 
Preserve conserved 
region and mutate 
against spacer region 

Statically pYRP ( assembling functional 
components ) 

ZWF1 is 
down-regulated by 
the engineered 
promoter 

[Jeppsson et al., 2003 ] 

Truncation Remove unnecessary 
sequences from 

natural promoters 

Statically tADH1p higher production of 
α-amylase 

[Ruohonen et al., 
1995 ] 

Intron Inserting Insert introns in gene 
expression modules 

Statically pTDH3/TEF1p-RPS25A Ethanol yield 
increased by 10% 

[Myburgh et al., 2020 ] 

Nucleosome removal Insert nucleosome 
adverse sequences in 
promoters 

Statically pHIS-poly ( dA:dT ) tracts 70 promoter variants 
with different 
intensities 

[Raveh-Sadka et al., 
2012 ] 

Dynamically GAL1-Superbinder nucleosome removal 
rate reduced 

[Wang et al., 2011 ] 

Chimeric Insert TFBSs in 
promoters and 
introduce site-specific 
TFs in S. cerevisiae 

Dynamically TetR/TetO A biosensor in 
response to 
tetracycline 

[Garí et al., 1997 ] 

FapR/FapO A biosensor in 
response to 
Malonyl-CoA 

[Li et al., 2015 ] 

LacI/LacO A biosensor in 
response to 
lactose or IPTG 

[Grilly et al., 2007 ] 

TFs modification Modify TFs to change 
the expression of 
natural promoters 

Dynamically phyA/phyB-GAL4-DNA 

binding domain; PIF3- 
GAL4-activation-domain 

A biosensor in 
response to light 
signal 

[Shimizu-Sato et al., 
2002 ] 

Synthetic Design promoters 
artificially combined 
with computer 
technology 

Statically UAS F-E-C -Core nine synthetic 
promoters with 
similar strength to 
GPD and 
shortened length 

[Redden & Alper, 
2015 ] 

Dynamically UAS GBS -Core ( GBS = GAL1- 
derived Gal4p-binding 
sites ) 

synthetic promoters 
induced by 
galactose 

[Redden & Alper, 
2015 ] 
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eterologous cellobiose utilization pathway, getting significantly
igher cellobiose consumption rate ( 6.41 times ) and ethanol pro-
uction ( 6.36 times ) than those of the parent strain of S. cerevisiae
 Yuan & Zhao, 2013 ) . Recently, Vaishnav et al. ( 2022 ) constructed
equence-to-expression models. Learning a well-predictive deep
eural network model from millions of randomly mutated pro-
oters and their measured expression strengths, this model was
sed to regulate the evolution of mutated sequences. Although
he molecular mechanism remains to be elucidated, this study
ndoubtedly breathes new life into promoter engineering, telling
s the possibility of combining different strategies with machine
earning ( Vaishnav et al., 2022 ) . 
In addition to constructing constitutive mutant promoters,

ome researchers have also used the method to obtain inducible
romoters with optimized performance. Nevoigt et al. ( 2007 )
solated two mutants of oxygen-responsive promoter pDAN1
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through random mutagenesis, and the mutants could induce ex-
pression even under nonstrictly anaerobic conditions. Such mu-
tants are very suitable for gene expression under microaerobic
conditions ( Nevoigt et al., 2007 ) . Besides, Ingolia & Murray ( 2007 )
screened a mutant promoter library by fluorescence-activated
cell sorting, and the constructed pheromone inducible promoter
pFUS1 mutant induced a decrease in expression level and elimi-
nated the durable response to pheromone. 

Apart from error-prone PCR, saturation mutation is also a very
effective method that preserves the conserved region and tar-
gets the spacer region. Promoter homology through randomiz-
ing spacer sequence is lower than that of error-prone PCR, so
genetic stability could be higher ( Hammer et al., 2006 ) . Because
prokaryotic promoters have clear conserved regions, saturation
mutations are mainly studied in prokaryotes. S. cerevisiae pro-
moters do not have clear spacer sequences, so there are fewer
related studies compared with error-prone PCR. Jeppsson et al.
( 2003 ) did not conduct saturation mutations on endogenous pro-
moters but designed a new promoter pYRP by assembling the
functional elements of S. cerevisiae promoters. By changing the
separation distance between the assembled elements, they ac-
quired a library containing 37 promoters of different strengths,
and the obtained promoters were successfully used to downregu-
late ZWF1 ( Jeppsson et al., 2003 ) . Random mutations can obtain a
large number of different promoter sequences in a short period of
time, which is a simple method to operate but with a high screen-
ing effort. If an efficient screening way can be found, the method
would be well worth exploring in depth. 

Truncation 
Natural promoters of S. cerevisiae are usually a few hundred nu-
cleotides in length, and the expression of each gene in S. cere-
visiae requires the construction of a promoter-gene-terminator
expression module. Longer promoters make the construction of
biosynthetic pathways in S. cerevisiae less efficient. In that case,
researchers hope to obtain a promoter that is as short as pos-
sible and can guide gene expression normally. It seems feasi-
ble to remove unnecessary sequences from natural promoters
( Fig. 3 b ) . Some researchers have gained a truncated ADH1 pro-
moter whose activity remains unchanged during the ethanol con-
sumption stage by truncating part of the sequence ( Ruohonen
et al., 1991, 1995 ) . Improving gene expression efficiency by short-
ening promoter length requires researchers to have a deeper un-
derstanding of the promoter structure, otherwise the desired re-
sults may not be obtained. However, promoters of shorter lengths
are still worth exploring for long biosynthetic pathways. 

Intron insertion 
Introns are unique sequences in the genome of eukaryotes. Alter-
native splicing of corresponding mRNA sequences encoded by in-
trons before translation increases the complexity of gene expres-
sion. The correlation between introns and gene expression also
attracts researchers to explore ways of using introns to change
the strength of the promoter. Yoshimatsu & Nagawa ( 1994 ) cloned
the intron of RP51A and inserted it into different positions of URA3
and PGK-lacZ fusion genes to study the effect of introns on gene
expression. Hoshida et al. ( 2017 ) proved that introns can promote
protein expression. Using pTDH3 and different introns, they con-
struct multiple engineered promoters. Among them, the strongest
promoter is approximately 50 times higher than the intensity of
pTDH3 ( Hoshida et al., 2017 ) . Cui et al. ( 2021 ) also constructed a
library of engineered promoters with a wider range of intensity by
inserting different introns ( Fig. 3 c ) . Among them, pGPD + RPL23A
is the strongest promoter in the library, and its strength is twice
that of the natural strong promoter pTPI ( Cui et al., 2021 ) . Sim-
ilar to this method, Myburgh et al. ( 2020 ) selected a promoter 
inserted with RPS25A intron and successfully increased ethanol 
yield. These studies demonstrate the ability of introns to influ- 
ence promoter expression intensity. Therefore, the combination 
of a large number of introns with different promoters could pro- 
vide more possibilities for S. cerevisiae promoter libraries. 

Nucleosome removal 
The nucleosome is a basic repeating unit of chromatin that greatly 
affects gene expression through differences in number and loca- 
tion ( Lam et al., 2008 ) . Studies have shown that GC content can
significantly affect the formation of nucleosomes ( Schnepf et al.,
2020 ; Trotta, 2022 ) . The density of nucleosomes is negatively cor-
related with the rate of gene transcription, and the density of nu-
cleosomes bound to promoters in the active regulatory region of 
the genome is significantly lower than that of other regions ( Ercan 
et al., 2004 ) . So, many researchers studied changing the strength of
promoters through manipulation of nucleosomes ( Fig. 3 d ) . Xi et al.
( 2010 ) proposed a duration hidden Markov model for nucleosome 
location prediction. Combined with the result of Xi’s research,
Curran et al. ( 2014 ) designed a framework for designing sequences 
that predict reduced nucleosome affinity and successfully used 
this method to increase the strength of four natural yeast pro- 
moters ( pCYC1, pHIS5, pHXT7, and pTEF1 ) . There are poly ( dA: dT )
tracts in the S. cerevisiae genome, which is a sequence that is not
conducive to the formation of nucleosomes. Poly ( dA: dT ) tracts are 
also significantly enriched in promoters with higher expression 
( Sharon et al., 2012 ) . So, manipulating the length and composition 
of poly ( dA: dT ) tracts can greatly affect the binding of nucleo-
somes to promoters, changing the activity of promoters. For ex- 
ample, Raveh-Sadka et al. ( 2012 ) inserted poly ( dA: dT ) tracts of dif-
ferent lengths and compositions on both sides of the transcription 
activator Gcn4p site in pHIS, constructing 70 promoter variants 
of different strengths. Also, Wang et al. ( 2011 ) discussed changes 
in nucleosome occupancy and mRNA expression under strong 
or weak induction conditions by inserting a superbinder at GAL1 
promoter-1/-2 site, demonstrating that the method can also be ap- 
plied to inducible promoters. Changing promoter strength by af- 
fecting nucleosomes demonstrates that researchers have gained 
a deeper understanding of promoter structure. This approach 
may become more mature as nucleosomes are studied more 
intensively. 

Chimeric 
Chimeric promoters are mainly constructed through inserting TF- 
BSs into promoters and then introducing TFs that specifically bind 
to the site into S. cerevisiae . TFs and chimeric promoter systems are
also known as TF-based biosensors ( Mannan et al., 2017 ) ( Fig. 3 e ) .
Combination of TFs and specific effectors can regulate the expres- 
sion intensity of chimeric promoters. By responding to different 
levels of specific effectors, chimeric promoters can dynamically 
change the expression intensity to achieve dynamic regulation 
of metabolic pathways. Many studies have tried to construct 
chimeric promoters using different elements, and some have 
incorporated endogenous elements into promoters. For example,
Kim et al. ( 2015 ) chimerized different numbers of Aro80 TFBSs 
with pAro9 ( Kim et al., 2015 ) , constructing tryptophan-responsive 
chimeric promoters to fine regulate gene expression levels.
Rajkumar et al. ( 2016 ) inserted corresponding binding sites of pH- 
responsive TFs into the upstream activation sequences of pYGP1 
and pCCW1 and successfully constructed powerful promoters 
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nduced by a low pH ( pH ≤ 3 ) environment. Applying these
himeric promoters to low pH lactic acid fermentation, the most
owerful promoter makes lactic acid production 10 times higher
han synthetic production guided by natural strong promoter
TEF1 ( Rajkumar et al., 2016 ) . Using the same method, a chimeric
romoter induced by glucose starvation and alternate carbon
ources was also designed ( Rajkumar et al., 2019 ) . However, more
esearch on chimeric promoters has focused on the insertion
f heterologous elements. Next, this section will specifically
ntroduce the constructions and applications of several common
himeric promoters. 

etR/TetO 

he most widely used heterologous element for constructing
himeric promoters in S. cerevisiae is the tetracycline resistance
ene regulatory element TetR/TetO which is from bacteria. TetO
s the operon of the Tet gene, TetR encodes Tet repressor, and
etracycline acts as an inducer. When tetracycline is not present,
etR binds to TetO, hindering gene transcription. In the presence
f tetracycline, TetR binds to tetracycline, protein conformation
hanges to break away from the TetO operons on DNA, the hin-
rance eliminating, and then transcription turns on ( Dingermann
t al., 1992 ; Grushka et al., 1992 ) . 
In response to tetracycline and tetracycline analogs inhibiting

ene expression, the TetO operon sequence was chimeric into en-
ogenous promoters of S. cerevisiae , and a chimeric promoter was
reated by fusing TetR with VP16 from HSV. Different insertion
ites and numbers of TetO in promoters will also affect the in-
ibitory strength of chimeric promoters ( Garí et al., 1997 ) . The
loser the distance to the TATA box, the better the suppression
ffect, and the farther the distance, the less obvious the suppres-
ion effect ( Murphy et al., 2007 ) . Dr. Fanglong Zhao of our research
roup used S. cerevisiae to efficiently synthesize protopanaxadiol.
n this study, by inserting TetO into the promoter of lanosterol
ynthase ERG7 and using the ACS1p-TetR-ADH2t module to ex-
ress TetR, the constructed chimeric promoters successfully in-
ibited the synthesis of byproduct lanosterol, increasing the PPD
utput from 432.6 mg/L to 512.3 mg/L ( Zhao et al., 2018 ) . In ad-
ition to using original components, researchers also modified
omponents to achieve different regulatory effects. Cuperus et al.
 2015 ) identified variants of TetO and used these variants to re-
lace the original one, generating more than 100-fold gene expres-
ion. S. cerevisiae strains with high lycopene production were se-
ected by combining these variants to guide the expression of CrtE,
rtB, and CrtI ( Cuperus et al., 2015 ) . Peng et al. ( 2022 ) designed a
etracycline-mediated circuit to minimize strain metabolic bur-
en by combining it with a 37°C-sensing circuit to relieve glucose
epression of pGAL during biological processes. The constructed
ene circuit finally increased the production of terpenoid neroli-
ol by 44%, reaching 2.54 g/L in flask cultivation. This study pro-
ides a favorable reference for more precise dynamic regulation,
nd also allows us to see broad prospects for the combination of
ifferent gene circuits. ( Peng et al., 2022 ) . 

apR/FapO 

he FapR/FapO system comes from Bacillus subtilis , and FapO is the
inding site of the FapR protein located on the fatty acid synthe-
is promoter. The N-terminal domain of FapR protein specifically
inds to FapO and the C-terminus particularly binds to malonyl-
oA. When the concentration of malonyl-CoA is low, FapR binds to
apO, and steric hindrance inhibits the promoter from opening ex-
ression. As the concentration gradually increases, FapR binds to
alonyl-CoA, and the N-terminal conformation changes to break
way from the FapO binding site, making promoter inhibition dis-
ppear; hence, downstream genes start transcription ( Schujman
t al., 2003, 2006 ) . 
The FapR/FapO system was first applied to Escherichia coli ( Xu

t al., 2014 ) , and other prokaryotic cells, constructing engineered
acteria with high production of malonyl-CoA derivatives such
s fatty acids ( Xu et al., 2014 ) . In recent years, the system has
radually been applied to eukaryotic cells, including Pichia pas-
oris ( Wen, Tian, Liu, et al., 2020 ; Wen, Tian, Xu, et al., 2020 ) and
. cerevisiae . Li et al. ( 2015 ) chose the strong promoter pTEF1 to
irect the expression of FapR, and used pGPM1 to control the
xpression of fluorescent protein tdTomato, then inserted FapO
nto the upstream position of the pGPM1 TATA box, for the first
ime by applying the FapR/FapO system into S. cerevisiae cells. By
ombining the sensor with the whole genome cDNA overexpres-
ion library, they screened yeast strains with high production of
alonyl-CoA. Furthermore, two favorable target genes, PMP1 and
PI1 , were found, which ultimately increased the production of 3-
P, a derivative product of malonyl-CoA ( Li et al., 2015 ) . Similarly,
sing the FapR/FapO system, David et al. ( 2016 ) increased the yield
f 3-HP to 1 g/L by dynamically regulating the synthesis pathway
f 3-HP and the competitive pathway FAS1 . 

acI/LacO 

he LacI/LacO system comes from bacterial genes required for
actose utilization. When the repressor LacI binds to the operon
acO on promoters, the transcription of the lactose utiliza-
ion gene is inhibited. When lactose or its replacement inducer
sopropyl-beta- d -thiogalactopyranoside ( IPTG ) is present, the re-
ressor LacI is allosteric and detaches from the LacO operon
ite, canceling gene transcription repression ( Lewis, 2005 ) . Grilly
t al. ( 2007 ) integrated mammalian-enhanced LacI into S. cere-
isiae pADH1, constructing an ADH1i promoter that was inhibited
n the absence of IPTG and could drive gene expression after IPTG
as added. 
In addition to designing a pure LacO chimeric promoter, more

tudies have combined the LacI/LacO system with other regula-
ory systems to construct a multiple-response system. For exam-
le, Ellis et al. ( 2009 ) chose tetO chimeric promoters constructed
y themselves to drive the expression of LacI. Based on pGAL1, a
romoter P OR-LT containing LacO and tetO operons was designed
o drive the expression of yEGFP. The final constructed synthetic
ene network can adjust the expression intensity of yEGFP by
hanging the concentration of tetracycline and IPTG ( Ellis et al.,
009 ) . Mazumder & McMillen ( 2014 ) constructed a chimeric pro-
oter that can be activated by testosterone-responsive androgen

eceptors and inhibited by LacI by adding five steroid hormone-
esponsive elements and one LacO operon upstream or down-
tream of the pCYC1’s TATA box, respectively. Through the joint
egulation of testosterone and IPTG, the output signal curve of
he promoter can be adjusted over a wide range ( Mazumder &
cMillen, 2014 ) . Similarly, Gnugge et al. ( 2016 ) also constructed a
ual-mode promoter by inserting ( tetO ) 2 and ( LacO ) 2 upstream or
ownstream of the pCYC1’s TATA box. 

ther chimeric promoters 
n addition to the three types of regulatory elements above, there
re also other regulatory elements used. For example, xylose-
esponsive TFs ( XylR ) were introduced into S. cerevisiae , and the
ylO operon was chimerized to bind to XylR in natural promoters,
onstructing a biosensor that responds to the concentration of xy-
ose ( Teo & Chang, 2015 ; Wei et al., 2020 ) . By introducing fatty acid-
esponsive repressor protein ( FadR ) from E. coli or Vibrio cholera ,
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and chimerizing the FadO operon that can bind to FadR in natural
promoters, a biosensor that responds to fatty acid concentration
can be constructed ( Teo & Chang, 2014 ; Teo et al., 2013 ) . The in-
troduction of SAM-responsive repressor protein ( MetJ ) from E. coli
and the MetO operon capable of binding to MetJ in promoters can
construct a biosensor that responds to the concentration of SAM
( Umeyama et al., 2013 ) . Zhou et al. ( 2021 ) successfully downreg-
ulated gene expression by inserting E. coli cis-element marO into
native promoters of S. cerevisiae ERG1 and ERG11 genes, resulting
in a 4.9-fold increase in squalene or a 4.8-fold increase in lanos-
terol. Mclsaac et al. ( 2014 ) inserted 6 Zif268 binding sequences
into pGAL1 and constructed an artificial TF, Z3EV that can bind
to Zif268 so the system can adjust the expression intensity in re-
sponse to the level of β-estradiol. Similarly, there was a study on
inserting synthetic SKN7 response element SSRE into pMEL1 of
S. cerevisiae to regulate expression, and successfully constructed
an Arabidopsis thaliana signaling system ( Chen & Weiss, 2005 ) . As
more elements are discovered, chimeric promoters that respond
to specific effectors have a wider application, gradually realizing
the need of researchers for precise regulation. It can be said that
this strategy has a very promising future. 

TFs modification 
Some studies have affected the expression of natural promoters
through the design and modification of TFs ( Fig. 3 f ) . This strategy
does not directly modify a promoter itself, but changes the expres-
sion strength of the promoter and the response to specific signals
by modifying substances that can affect the activity of the pro-
moter. Shimizu-Sato et al. ( 2002 ) fused PIF3 protein which inter-
acts with phytochrome under specific conditions with the GAL4-
activation domain ( PIF3-GAD ) , and this fusion protein enabled
promoters that had GAL4-DNA binding sites to switch and reg-
ulate expression in response to light signals ( Shimizu-Sato et al.,
2002 ) . Similarly, by fusing the DNA binding domain of GAL4, the
hormone-binding domain of human estrogen receptor, and the ac-
tivation domain of viral protein 16 ( VP16 ) , the obtained TF was
able to induce the expression of a promoter that contains the
GAL4-DNA binding domain in the presence of β-estradiol ( Louvion
et al., 1993 ; McIsaac et al., 2011 ) . This strategy achieves targeted
modification of promoter expression in an indirect way. Combined
with the hot research on chimeric promoters, as an important part
of chimeric elements, it is believed that modified TFs can play a
greater role in the near future. 

Synthetic 
Research on natural promoters of S. cerevisiae has greatly pro-
moted the development of metabolic engineering and synthetic
biology. However, the widespread use of natural promoters may
lead to homologous recombination. Moreover, modified promot-
ers still depend on endogenous structures of S. cerevisiae , and few
heterologous promoters play a role in S. cerevisiae . So, in recent
years, researchers began to think about expanding the S. cerevisiae
promoter library by artificially designing promoters. Curran et al.
( 2014 ) used a model-guided approach designed to predict nucleo-
some affinity reduction sequences by inserting random spacer se-
quences between the common glycolytic TFBSs, acquiring six pure
synthetic promoters. Redden & Alper et al. ( 2015 ) used oligonu-
cleotides to randomly synthesize core components of promoters
and hybridized them with 10 bp UAS sequences. Through a series
of screenings, nine promoters with constitutive strength compa-
rable to pGPD and shortened length were identified from a pool
of 15 million candidates, which minimized the burden of DNA
( Fig. 3 g ) ( Redden & Alper, 2015 ) . Since the assembly of random
sequences requires extensive screening of synthetic promoters,
Kotopka & Smolke ( 2020 ) proposed a model-based sequence de- 
sign method. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting-SEQ ( a massively 
parallel reporter analysis, MPRAs ) was performed on two libraries 
containing 675 000 constitutive promoters and 327 000 inducible 
promoters. Using these data sets, a convolutional neural network 
model was trained to predict promoter activity with high accuracy.
As a result, researchers successfully constructed large, sequence- 
diversified promoter sets containing constitutive promoters and 
inducible promoters respectively ( Kotopka & Smolke, 2020 ) . This 
research allows the world to see that a combination of machine
learning and biotechnology can greatly expand the possibilities 
of biological research. Besides, E. coli ( Jin et al., 2019 ) and Yarrowia
lipolytica ( Liu et al., 2020 ) have also studied artificial synthetic pro- 
moters. With the joint development of computational science and 
synthetic biology, the prospect of artificially designing promoter 
elements will be very bright. All the promoter engineering strate- 
gies above are organized in Table 1 for comparison and reference.

Combination of Different Strategies 
To build functionally optimized promoters, various promoter en- 
gineering strategies are used. Most researchers limit their stud- 
ies to only one promoter engineering strategy, so comprehensive 
applications of different strategies do not currently receive much 
attention. However, different strategies have different research fo- 
cuses. If they are applied comprehensively, these may inject more 
vitalities into the promoter family and bring more possibilities. 

In recent years, there have been some studies trying to com- 
bine different strategies. To further verify the versatility of artifi- 
cially synthesized core promoter elements, Redden & Alper et al.
( 2015 ) hybridized it with the smallest galactose-induced UAS ele- 
ment and successfully constructed galactose-induced synthetic 
promoters. Zhang et al. ( 2016 ) modified TRX2, the target pro- 
moter of Yap1’s natural regulatory pathway, chimerizing multiple 
Yap1p binding sites and hybridizing the UAS sequence of TRX2 
and constructed a series of promoters with different strengths 
that are induced by diamide. Their activation strengths expanded 
with the increased numbers of UAS ( Zhang et al., 2016 ) . Leavitt
et al. ( 2016 ) hybridized UASaro with Leu min core promoter and 
expressed a mutant Aro80 TF at the same time, constructing 
tryptophan-responsive promoters that were more conducive to 
fine regulate gene expression levels. Decoene et al. ( 2019 ) trun- 
cated the 176 bp core promoter of pTEF1 as a starting point based
on previous research on pTEF1 ( Blazeck et al., 2012 ) and screened
out the smallest core sequence capable of expressing the pro- 
tein. Then, they combined different methods such as mutagen- 
esis of core sequence and hybridization of upstream activation 
elements, obtaining a series of short promoters with different ini- 
tiation strengths ( Decoene et al., 2019 ) . 

Relatively more studies combined chimeric promoters with 
other promoter engineering strategies, which is also a direction to 
tap the greater potential of engineering promoters. For TetR/TetO 

system, Gossen et al. ( 1995 ) got a reverse TetR ( rTetR ) through
mutation. When doxycycline ( a tetracycline analog ) was present,
the inhibitory effect of TetO-controlled gene expression increased,
which was opposite to the effect of wild-type repressor. Using 
TetR and rTetR, Gemma et al. ( 1998 ) constructed a dual activa-
tor/repressor system regulated by tetracycline, allowing strict ex- 
pression control. Ellis et al. ( 2009 ) retained the fixed motif of pGAL,
randomly mutated nucleotides around TetO operon in promot- 
ers, and finally obtained a library of 20 regulatory promoters with
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ifferent expression levels. Recently, more precise expression reg-
lation has gradually become a reality. A study constructed a pow-
rful promoter that was repressed by TetR and induced by tetra-
ycline and its analog anhydrotetracycline. Then, by creating an
utorepression loop, designing a chimera of TetR and an active
east repressor Tup1, they constructed controllers that precisely
et expression levels under different circumstances, at different
imes, and different cell cycles ( Azizo ̆glu et al., 2021 ) . Chen et al.
 2018 ) inserted FapO into the UAS TEF1 -CORE GAL1 hybrid promoter
or the fapR/fapO system, constructing a sensor with higher sen-
itivity to malonyl-CoA, then used the sensor to screen the phos-
horylation site of acetyl-CoA carboxylase ACC1. This proves the
ffectiveness of the sensor’s high-throughput screening function.
n important factor in evaluating sensor performance is the dy-
amic range of sensor response. So, Dabirian et al. ( 2019 ) selected
everal different promoters and constructed a sensor promoter li-
rary with different response ranges by changing FapO insertion
ites and numbers and fusing different transcription inhibitors.
esides these studies, Qiu et al. ( 2020 ) successfully constructed
iosensors for repressive regulation by fusing FapR with the GAL4
ctivation domain. Thus, as the concentration of malonyl-CoA in-
reased, the expression intensity of the chimeric promoter gradu-
lly decreased ( Qiu et al., 2020 ) . This study makes the FapR/FapO
ystem have more possible application directions. 
It can be seen from the above research that the combinations of

ifferent promoter engineering strategies make up for the limita-
ions of a single strategy and expands the strength range and tran-
criptional regulation precision of engineered promoters, which
rings bright prospects for further optimization of promoter el-
ments. Until now, there are not many studies on the combi-
ation of different promoter engineering strategies. This review
ims to increase the attention of researchers combining different
trategies, by summarizing different promoter engineering strate-
ies. For example, chimeric promoters are modifications based on
. cerevisiae native promoters. If we can use artificially designed
nd synthesized strong promoters to chimerize different TFBSs,
nd combine machine learning to optimize engineered promot-
rs, we may be able to acquire powerful artificial chimeric pro-
oters for metabolic engineering. Alternatively, by fusing two
Fs with different responders, and chimerizing their correspond-
ng binding sites in promoters, it may be possible to construct a
ual-responsive promoter that changes expression according to
hanges in different signals, and this may be able to further im-
rove the regulatable degree and regulation precision of promot-
rs in metabolic engineering. In conclusion, the combined use of
ifferent promoter engineering strategies has great potential for
evelopment, and if more researches work, it will surely further
romote the development of metabolic engineering and synthetic
iology. 

onclusion 

ue to the importance of promoters in gene transcription, many
dentifications and analyses of natural promoters and modifica-
ions of them have been carried out for decades. The application of
ell-functioning promoters to metabolic engineering or synthetic
iology can greatly promote research in the field. On account
f the limitations of natural promoters, promoter engineering
as developed rapidly. The primary goal of modifying promoters
sed for static regulation is to obtain constitutive promoters
f varying strengths. The rational use of these promoters in
ifferent metabolic pathways is conducive to the fine regulation
f metabolic flux. The engineered promoters used for dynamic
egulation make the metabolic process more controllable. The ra-
ional addition of inducers results in an inducible promoter with
igh response sensitivity and a wide response range, allowing
etabolism to flow dynamically to target products. Apart from

he single use of strategies shown above, combining different
trategies gives promoter engineering more possibilities. Com-
ining synthetic promoters to construct TF-based biosensors,
sing nucleosome removal, intron insertion, and other means
o improve the transcriptional strength of chimeric promoters,
r fusing different TFs to construct dual-responsive chimeric
romoters, the combinations of different strategies have so many
ossibilities, waiting for researchers to explore. The comprehen-
ive application of different strategies will provide promising
rospects for further optimizing promoter elements. In the era
f artificial intelligence and big data, combining more computer
echnology may be able to create surprising results. 
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